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(57) Abstract: A method and an apparatus for performing cell reselection are provided. According to the embodiments, the method
includes: selecting a first candidate reselection target cell set in which a cell reselection measurement result of each cell meets a first

o criterion; selecting a second candidate reselection target cell set from the first candidate reselection target cell set according to a cell
reselection priority level of each cell in the first candidate reselection target cell set; and considering received Multicast Broadcast
Single Frequency Network (MBSEN) region identification information of each cell in the second candidate reselection target cell
set, and selecting a cell from the second candidate reselection target cell set to serve as a reselection target cell. Therefore, the con -
tinuity of receiving of a Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) service can be improved as much as possible.
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Claim 1 requests for a method for performing cell reselection, comprising: selecting a first candidate reselection target cell

set, selecting a second candidate reselection target cell set, considering received MBSFN region identification information of each cell

and selecting a cell to serve as a reselection target cell;

Claim 4 requests for a method for performing cell reselection, comprising: selecting a first candidate reselection target cell set,

selecting a second candidate reselection target cell set, calculating a sorting value of each cell in the second candidate reselection target

cell set, considering received MBSEN region identification information of each cell and selecting a cell to serve as a reselection target

cell;

Claim 10 requests for an apparatus for performing cell reselection, comprising: a first selection device, configured to select a

first candidate reselection target cell set, a second selection device, configured to select a second candidate reselection target cell set, a

third selection device, configured to consider received MBSFN region identification information of each cell and select a cell to serve as

a reselection target cell;

Claim 13 requests for an apparatus for performing cell reselection, comprising: a first selection device, configured to select a

first candidate reselection target cell set, a second selection device, configured to select a second candidate reselection target cell set, a

calculation device, configured to calculate a sorting value of each cell in the second candidate reselection target cell set, a third selection

device, configured to consider received MBSFN region identification information of each cell and select a cell to serve as a reselection

target cell;

Claim 17 requests for a method for assisting in performing cell reselection, comprising: sending MBSFN region identification

information of a neighboring cell;

Claim 18 requests for an apparatus for assisting in performing cell reselection, comprising: a sending device, configured to

send MBSFN region identification information of a neighboring cell.

Although claims 17 and 18 have the same technical features, 'MBSFN region identification information' and 'performing cell

reselection' , with the other independent claims 1, 4, 10 and 13, the features are the common knowledge and well known to the person

skilled. The claims 17 and 18 do not have the same or corresponding special technical features with the other independent claims 1, 4,

10 and 13, and they do not belong to a single general inventive concept. Therefore, there is not unity between claims 1, 4, 10, 13 and

claims 17, 18, and the present claims do not meet Rule 13.1 and 13.2 PCT.
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